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introduction

Marketing and Public Relations are in a complete state of flux thanks to the digital 

revolution. I believe that the field will be in transition for many years to come. In order to 

make the best use of your promotional dollars, there are significant new questions for you 

to consider. Here are a few:

1. What’s the role of content in your marketing plan and how can your company 

produce content?

2. What are the most important marketing trends for you to understand?

3. What‘s going on with “group buying” and what does it mean for your 

business?

4. What are today’s most effective ways to engage with your customers?

5. Will the web become a paid model?

In January 2011, I posed these questions to Gini Dietrich. Read her predictions 

and her advice on how to make to build your profits through enlightened use of your 

marketing investments. 
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Dr. Barbara Weaver Smith
Founder and CEO, The Whale Hunters,
Trusted business advisor, author, speaker, and nationally-
known expert on the collaborative complex sale.

To learn more, please visit thewhalehunters.com
Follow me on Twitter: www.twitter.com/bweaversmith
Link to me on Linkedin:  
http://www.linkedin.com/in/barbaraweaversmith

Gini Dietrich 
Founder and CEO, Arment Dietrich, Inc.

Spin Sucks Blog: http://spinsucks.com 
Gini on Twitter: @ginidietrich
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interview

Barbara Weaver Smith: Welcome to our monthly Expert Series call. Today our topic is “How 

to Double the Impact of Your Marketing Budget” with our expert guest Gini Dietrich. I’m 

your host, Barbara Weaver Smith, I’m founder and CEO of the Whale Hunters. 

Gini is the Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Arment Dietrich, Inc., a Chicago-based 

firm that uses non-traditional marketing in a digital world.

Gini writes the wildly popular blog, Spin Sucks, which was the 2010 Reader’s Choice blog of 

the year. And just an aside before I put Gini on — for years I laughed at people who think 

that online relationship building is somehow inferior to face-to-face.

And while I really look forward to meeting Gini in person one of these days, I really met her 

on Twitter through mutual friends. And I think that is the kind of phenomenon that she is 

especially good at translating into business strategy and action.

So I want you to know I consider her my friend, but we’ve never been in the same room 

together. We’ve only been in the same space together. So welcome, Gini, we’re so glad to 

have you! Yes, the Twitter room.

Gini Dietrich: Thank you! Same Twitter room. Yes. I’m so excited to be here!

Barbara: Oh we’re just delighted to have you, and we’ve had people signing up for this 

call, just ping ping ping all morning, so we have a wonderful audience. Thank you all for 

being with us. So Gini, you’ve achieved a name for yourself, your company, and a following, 

and a reputation; it started with you, but it’s translated into an important reputation for 
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your company. And I think many of our listeners would love to emulate your progress and 

your success.

Would you start by telling us about that path that led you to founding Arment Dietrich and 

adopt this very visible Internet strategy?

Gini: Sure, I founded the company, it will be six years in April, and in 2007 for us was a 

gigantic year with really fast growth, tons and tons of new hires. We were hiring people as 

quickly as we could sort your resumes. We lighted a couple big whales is what happened, 

and things have been moving really, really well.

Fast forward to October of 2008 and the economy fell-out and we got a couple of certified 

letters from clients saying, “We really don’t know about this economy thing, and we keep 

hearing it’s going to be bad, so we are going to put our PR on hold.” That happened six 

times between October 08 and January 09.

Barbara: Oh my.

Gini: Yeah, it was pretty bad, and so I had 2007 level payrolls to keep up and, of course, 

we had to do some layoffs and things which I tend to be very emotionally involved with my 

staff. And it was a very difficult thing to go through, but as business leaders we have to all 

go through that, but it was my first time and one of the hardest things I’ve ever had to do.

And I had to figure out how to make money - how do I make payroll when people weren’t 

hiring PR firms. I saw Robert Colwell speak at a conference that I was at in May of ’07, and 

he was talking about this Twitter thing.

I love to tell this story because here he is, he is this big Microsoft god, and he’s got these 

screens behind him and on the screen - you know, the screens that are covering the back 
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wall? — on this screen is the world, and he has lights that are popping across the globe, 

every millisecond — pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop.

He said those are people that are tweeting. And I remember leaning over to the woman 

sitting next to me and saying, “This guy is the world’s biggest dork. What is this Twitter 

thing?” Literally, that was my attitude.

After this all happened, I was on Twitter just to figure out what it was and how it worked 

and all that stuff, and that was the entre to the whole digital world for us was me getting 

on Twitter myself and really figuring out: is there a way to make money at it?

Is there a way to use social tools and digital technology to grow your business? And how 

can we help our clients implement it into their business? That’s how it started, and yeah, 

you’re right, in the Twitter world you feel like you know everyone.

Barbara: Now that’s a really interesting story, and you haven’t been at it - well, I guess 

nobody has been at it forever - if we’ve been at it, we’ve only been at it for short period 

of time.

Gini: No. Right.

Barbara: So related to that, I’m just amazed at how much new content and new material 

that you and your team produce every week. I think that’s probably the most visible 

evidence of what you call your non-traditional marketing theory, in the investment that you 

make in your blog, and Facebook and Twitter, and interacting online with people.

Tell us about why you’re making that kind of investment, and your time is your company’s 

most precious resource. Why are you making that kind of investment in free things?
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Gini: A couple of reasons. Number one: it really adds huge, huge credibility for us. 

And we’re in Chicago. We compete with the large PR firms, and they have hundreds 

and thousands of employees, they have offices around the globe, and they have huge 

resources. And because they’re in our backyard, or maybe we’re in their backyard, we 

compete with them. We go against them in new business pitches. And we compete with 

them from the stand point of really staying ahead of trends and understanding what’s going 

on in the space.

What daily blogging has led to things is such things like I now blog for the business journal 

in Chicago and I blog for some small business organizations like Allbusiness.

It’s led to those things and it really adds that credibility. People say I want to work with the 

best digital PR firm in the country and they look at the top 10 list. And we are on that list. 

And it’s because we’ve invested the time and the energy in creating... Not just creating 

content but creating content that people care about.

Barbara: That’s great. How do you manage your time? How do you juggle your time? Doing 

the blog and all of your other activities? 

You’re laughing already. You just work all the 

time. We could start talking about food and 

wine now if you don’t want to talk about this.

Gini: Yes.

Barbara: How do you manage your time?

Gini: You’re not going to like my answer.

 People say I want  

to work with the best 

digital PR firm in the 

country and they look at 

the top 10 list. And we are 

on that list. 
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Barbara: Because you have paying customers and you have to serve your customers. Do 

you have specific methodologies that you’ve implemented in your team?

Gini: A couple of things. Number one is I ride my bike a lot. In Chicago we can’t ride 

outside right now although I have a friend who does and I think he’s crazy but that’s neither 

here nor there. What I do is I get up at five. I start riding. I do the blog post very first, then 

I work with the guest blog to make sure that I’ve read it and understand it and I approve 

that it’s going on our blog. Then I ride my bike, then I do things like Twitter, Facebook, 

and LinkedIn.

Then I shower and come to work. Between five and nine is when I do all of my writing and 

content creation. Of course I have riding my bike in there so lets say it’s from six to nine is 

when I do all my writing and content creation.

So that from nine to five I can then work with clients mentoring staff and things like that 

and then from five to eight or nine pm is when I’m doing business work. New business 

proposals, development that kind of stuff. It’s not a great answer because it’s a super long 

day, but it works.

Barbara: It’s an honest answer. That’s what people need to understand because you have 

such a voice. It’s very clear that the voice of Arment Dietrich is your voice. And I don’t know 

that you could outsource that, could you?

Gini: No. No no no no. And that’s one of the things that clients will come to us and say 

we want to emulate what you’re doing. And we always say we can get you so far, but you 

have to do this. It’s not something that we can do for you. Sure we can write an outline of 

a blog post and we can help you with messaging, and we can help you figure out who the 
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right people are to engage with. And what blogs and articles you should be reading and 

commenting on. We can do that stuff, but we can’t be your voice.

People don’t want to talk to the PR firm. They want to talk to you.

Barbara: Right. I think what you said earlier is they don’t really want to talk to Arment 

Dietrich they want to talk to Gini. Did it make a big difference when you became the face 

on Twitter? Because I think that’s hugely important that there be a face, a personality, a 

person or more than one person, not only one. But not just your logo as an avatar.

Gini: Right. It’s funny you ask that because we just this morning changed the Spin Sucks 

avatar on Twitter to one of our team’s face.. Yeah we are introducing new faces, but I 

thought the idea that number one I had to be the face of the company. I really thought that, 

because as a person I’m a natural introvert. It’s very hard for me... I have to work really 

hard at being an extrovert. I can do it, but I have to work hard at it.

And number two I really felt like clients didn’t care if we did our own PR. They just wanted 

to know what we could do for them.

I was wrong about both of those things. 

Because as I became the face of the brand 

things started to move fairly quickly, and 

clients want to work with the best. When 

you’re perceived as the best, people want 

to work with people that they A: like and B: 

find successful.

 People don’t want  

to talk to the PR firm. 

They want to talk  

to you. 
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Barbara: Absolutely. You’ve seen a clear path 

over time of how the unpaid work you do 

leads to revenue generating work for you.

Gini: Right. Yes. And you can talk about 

brand awareness and credibility and all that 

stuff. But really when it comes down to it 

if you can translate that to convergence of 

leads online or somebody saying I read your 

blog and I really want to work with you. You’re 

listed in this publication whatever it happens 

to be it adds to that credibility. So that 

people do want to work with you.

Barbara: Sure. Tell us more Gini about how you organized your team and your technology 

and your support to produce this content. You have a schedule of blog topics that happen 

predictably on certain days of the week. Does that help you keep it all organized?

Gini: Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday’s pretty much a free-for-all. I pretty much get to blog 

whatever I want. Thursdays we do video. I said what the heck I am going to talk about on 

video? We’re a PR firm. There’s nothing I can show. Sure I can walk around with our camera 

and show you our lobby. That’s exciting. But my team said listen let’s figure out a way 

to do this.

So they created the Facebook question of the week that you can ask us a question on our 

Facebook wall and then I’ll answer it on video on Thursday.

So the video always happens on Thursday. Fridays I do two blog posts. 

 …as I became  

the face of the brand 

things started to move 

fairly quickly, and clients 

want to work with  

the best.  
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It started as put a whole bunch of Twitter handles in one tweet and then you’re supposed 

to follow those people. I can’t stand seeing Twitter handle after Twitter handle after Twitter 

handle in my tweet stream.

So I started follow Friday that was a blog. You have to have a blog, you have to write at 

least three times a week and you have to have a following and I have to read it. My follow 

Friday is a blog I recommend.

And then I do the top five stories of the week at noon every Friday. But other than that 

those are really the only scheduled things.

Barbara: OK. Let’s talk more about the informal video chats that you do. And I think of 

them as chats. Because sometimes it’s just you speaking, sometimes you’re interviewing 

someone. And I think that they - they’re very personal. What do you see as the role of 

self-produced videos? What have you gained from them? And what, if anything, are the 

limitations or drawbacks?

I just want to make sure that the people listening understand that these are not big 

productions. Right? 

Gini: No. They’re not!

Barbara: Kind of informal, in the office with your dog Jack Bauer there nuzzling you. 

Gini: So. A couple of things. I either use my Mac - which has the camera built into it - or 

I use a flip camera. And you’re going to laugh at me. But when I use the flip camera an 

office-sized trashcan is the perfect tripod.

Barbara: Yeah. 
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Gini: So I just flip it over and put the camera on top of it! So I mean, it’s really high, 

high-level stuff here with video! I get so many people that say, “It’s just like the movies or 

TV.” And you know how you kind of feel this affinity toward a character or an actor or an 

actress, because you see them all the time. It’s the same thing. I have people say to me 

all the time, “I feel like I already know you.”

And it’s because of these crazy videos! So it really adds to that face of the brand, the face 

of the company. It allows people to feel like they know you. And again, people buy from 

people they like and they trust. And this gives them a way to get to know you as a person 

before they buy from you.

Barbara: Yeah. I think you’re doing that really well. I find it very appealing.

Gini: Thank you.

Barbara: So something else that you do really well and you do better than a lot of people - 

in my judgment - is to predict trends in the Internet digital world and write about them. And 

you’ve had a lot of Internet media coverage for quite a few months through articles and 

blog posts about what’s going to happen in 2011. And I think you’re very good at claiming 

your expertise. And I want to say that following your blog, I can see how you acquire the 

expertise that allows you to make these claims.

But I want to know. How did you learn to do that? Because I didn’t think... you present 

yourself, sometimes you talk about--you didn’t grow up with this kind of confidence. What 

gave you the confidence to decide - “OK. My predictions are as good as anybody else’s and 

maybe better. And I’m just going to go out there with them?”
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Gini: You know, I think it’s like anything else. Experience. I started looking at what other 

people who I trust and respect. David Armano, for instance, is one who I read because he 

does a really nice job of predicting trends. And three years ago I started reading what he 

was writing and I thought... Well, some of this I agree with and some of it I don’t.

And there are a couple of things that nobody is talking about. But I’m like everyone should 

be concerned with this. Net neutrality! If the Internet goes from a free source - the neutral 

standpoint goes away. We will end up having to pay for our access to the Internet.

•	The idea that A, we can meet people online via Twitter or Facebook? That tends 

to disappear.

•	And the idea that I can compete with the large PR firms that are down on 

Michigan Avenue because of the free Internet makes things so flat. That stuff 

starts to go away. And I think that people aren’t talking about those things.

•	And because I’m a business owner and a PR professional I can take that 

knowledge and expertise and look at what’s coming. And how it’s going to affect 

not only the PR industry but from a business perspective.

And sometimes I’m not right. I mean, sometimes I predict things and they just don’t come 

true. So. It’s not like I have the crystal ball! 

Barbara: We’ll forgive you for that! Well. You listed net neutrality as your first trend. And I 

suspect that maybe that means you think it’s the most important thing for us to watch. And 

I suspect that a lot of us on this call... It’s not something we know about.

It’s not something we’re thinking about. So would you just talk more about that?

Gini: Yeah. Of course.
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Barbara: I mean, what’s going on? And what do we need to know?

Gini: OK. So, I want to say maybe September, early October probably late third quarter, 

early fourth quarter. There started to be some rumblings about Google and Verizon 

combining forces to go to regulators to ask for a paid model for the Internet. And 

everybody kept saying, “Oh! Google’s behind net neutrality. That’s the whole reason they’re 

there. Nobody’s going to do anything.” But that bothered me and for some reason it just 

stuck in my head.

So I started following the news. And essentially what they claimed to be doing was going to 

regulators to see if there was a way to protect consumers.

So that was their public facing message. But what it came down to is that... And it’s funny 

because the FCC made the decision on December 22nd. So it got buried in the holidays. 

So I keep bringing it up because I don’t want it to get buried in the holidays.

But essentially what the FCC has decided now is that there are two - for lack of a better 

term - Internets. There are two ways that you can get your web access. You can get your 

web access on your computer, your laptop, your desktop. And you can get your Internet 

access on your browser on your phone.

So what’s happening is on the Internet, the AT&T, Verizon, the wireless carriers cannot 

touch anything that you browse on the Internet on your computer. But they can if you’re 

on your phone! So I have an iPhone. If AT&T decides that they don’t want to work with 

Facebook, they can block my access to Facebook.

Barbara: I see.
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Gini: So they’ve taken away the neutrality of the web on your phone. From a business 

perspective here are four things that are going to happen. So if AT&T or Verizon or T-Mobile 

or whoever your carrier is decides that they don’t want to do business with Skype or Google 

Voice or Yelp or anything like that? They can block that access. So it can be blocked on 

your phone. But it can’t be blocked on your Internet on your computer. OK?

Barbara: OK.

Gini: The regulations don’t forbid your Internet service provider - so the people that provide 

the Internet inside your four walls - to create varying speeds. So that’s what they were 

trying to do, is create varying speeds for different types of content. So if you wanted 

video content? That would get to you more slowly than if you had written content. Or you 

could, vice versa, if you were putting out written content it would go to your customers 

more quickly than video. They’ve decided against that right now, so we don’t have to worry 

about that.

They are considering this, what’s called Need or Payment model based on your usage. So, 

if this goes through you’ll soon have, like cable, you pay for cable. If you decide you have 

the basic package and you add on HBO and Showtime and. . . I almost said Skinemax, 

Cinemax! [laughs]

Barbara: Right! 

Gini: If you add that on! Yeah, so it’s a cable-like model. So, that means you pay for the 

Internet based on how much you use it. OK? Then, so that’s from a consumer’s standpoint, 

from a business standpoint you, if instance goes through, you’ll have to pay to get your 

content out more quickly. So, if you want something to get to your consumer base, 

customer base before your competitor’s get it there, you’re going to have to pay for it. And 
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that’s what this whole Net Neutrality thing with the FCC is deciding on. It’s really mean, so 

it really could affect the way that we do business today on the web.

Barbara: Absolutely! Well, that’s a great explanation, I really appreciate that. It’s something 

that I certainly haven’t explored in the way that you have and it’s food for thought for 

business owners. I’d like to talk about some more of your marketing predictions for 2011. 

I think this one is huge for our listeners. You said all companies will become media 

companies. So, what do you mean by that? How should we learn to think of ourselves 

as media companies? And do you mean using intellectual property to attract and 

retain customers?

Gini: Oh, yes!

Barbara: OK! 

Gini: So, this whole idea that we have intellectual property that we don’t tell anyone. That 

idea is, if it’s not dead it’s dying. I’m a Vistage member and last week in our group meeting 

we had an IP attorney speak. And he talked about how all these things are changing. And 

they’re actually going to change general accounting principles. So that the content that 

you create is the intellectual property that you’re giving away through webinars, podcasts, 

e-books, white papers, blah-blah-blah, videos, blah-blah-blah.

All that stuff that you create is going to be, they’re going to start putting a price on that. 

Your company can be valued, not just for your assets and your net income but also for the 

intellectual property where you’ve created content around it.

So, if you have technology inside the company that you’ve created inside the company, 

GAP will eventually consider that an asset and put a price tag on it. If you create, like we 
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do, if you create webinars and white papers 

and even . . .

Barbara: Sure!

Gini: . . . like this call, your Expert Series call, 

all of that stuff soon will have a price tag on 

it, so it adds to the assets and to the value 

of your company.

Barbara: That’s fascinating! So, that makes 

it more palatable to be doing all these 

free things.

Gini: Right, right.

Barbara: And we know that people expect content to be free or nearly free. We know that 

people will pay for certain things that they really want but typically the way to attract them 

is by high quality free things.

Gini: Yes.

Barbara: So, that’s really very interesting! You also wrote about trends and customer 

engagement. So, let’s talk about how you see that topic developing and what advice 

would you have for small companies to position themselves in customer engagement in a 

digital world?

Gini: So, from my perspective I feel like it’s pretty easy, I feel like it’s easier for a small 

company to engage their customers than it is for a large because if you can create a 

 even… 
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presence on Facebook, on Twitter, on LinkedIn, on Quora, on YouTube, on Flickr... If you can 

create a presence where your customers are already participating online and you can get 

them engaged around something, that’s the key to success.

I love to tell the story of a restaurant that opened in Minneapolis. And the chef/owner was 

new to the city, and he had huge cachet. He had huge experience from a chef’s standpoint 

but he’d never been in Minneapolis.

So he didn’t have a brand there, he didn’t have a presence there and he was opening 

this restaurant.

So, he hired a part time marketing person and the marketing person said, “OK, we’re 

going to take a look at the people who go to restaurants in Minneapolis. What do they like, 

where do they participate, are they online, are they on Yelp, are they on Facebook? Where 

are they?”

And so, she spent the first month determining that and then what she found is that most 

of them were already on Facebook, so she creates a Facebook page.

And what she did with the Facebook page is, she started talking to people, engaging with 

people. And then she would say things like, “We’re opening this restaurant and we’re 

going to choose the paint colors for the interior. Here are our three choices. Which one do 

you like?”

Barbara: Oh!

Gini: And she’d let the people vote and whatever color won, is the color that they painted 

the walls! And they did this with menu items, with flatware, with dishes, with linens, with 

light fixtures, I mean, everything! And by the time they opened, it was the most successful 
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restaurant opening in Minneapolis ever! Because people felt like they were part of the 

business, they felt like this was their restaurant!

Barbara: That’s amazing! The other thing you’ve written about is group buying.

Gini: It’s pretty cool!

Barbara: Yeah, it is, absolutely! Another thing you’ve written a lot about lately is Groupon 

and their, unbelievable, to me, decision to turn down a billion dollar buyout offer. The first 

thing is, before you answer this question. I need you to explain to our listeners about 

Groupon because I’m not sure we all know what that is.

Gini: OK!

Barbara: And I want to hear from you how you think this trend of group buying relates to 

business-to-business sales. What do business owners need to be thinking about?

Gini: OK. So, Groupon is . . .

Barbara: That’s three questions! 

Gini: I got it, I think! OK, so Groupon is a site that sells things for discounts if you can get 

your friends to group together to buy a product or service. So, they started off, I think they 

started off fast. So, if you wanted to go to a specific restaurant and if you could get 20 of 

your friends and then somebody else to get 20 of their friends and somebody else get 20 

friends and somebody else get 20 of their friends and then they all group it together then 

you would get a dinner on it.
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So, let’s say that you would get a $50 dinner for 25 bucks. So, that’s the idea they’re doing 

all these things.

The thing about that is there is a super low barrier to entry. Anybody that is Internet savvy 

can create the same kind of thing. You can walk down to the barber shop and say, “If I can 

get 20 people to get a haircut can you give them a free shampoo.”

The barrier to entry is pretty low, but of course these guys were the first ones on the 

market. They’re in Chicago so I’m completely absorbed and possessed by all of this.

Right around Thanksgiving, on Monday Google came to them and offered them 2-billion 

dollars to buy all of this and through-out the week they negotiated and by Thursday Google 

was offering them 6-billion dollars.

Now keep in mind that their revenue, not their income their revenue, is between 300 

and 500 million dollars. Because they’re not a public company they don’t have to state 

actual revenue.

Barbara: Right.

Gini: So that’s not even their income that’s their revenue and they’re being offered, let’s 

say for argument’s sake 500 million dollars, they’re being offered six billion dollars for 500 

million dollars in revenue. Groupon turned them down. Says you know what we think we’re 

worth more, were going to go out and we’re going to raise more money. They raised 950 

million more dollars either last week or the week.

Barbara: Yeah.

Gini: They’re going IPO and now they’re worth 50 billion dollars!
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Barbara: Yeah, sign me up. 

Gini: Yeah right. I mean, geeze Louise, You remember that whole dot com bubble burst 

in 2001?

Barbara: That’s a great example of why it’s important for small business owners to educate 

ourselves about what’s going on because this is not like just having a Twitter account. 

This is huge valuation of things that didn’t even exist even a few short years ago. I’m also 

fascinated the take on.Q& A sites.

Gini: Yes. Not even six years ago.

Barbara: Yeah, what you call the Q & A site. Every time I talk to a savvy social media 

marketer I’m always hearing that nobody buys anything without a recommendation from 

another consumer even if that consumer is a stranger. And I know it’s true for me. I check 

out Yelp for everything from restaurants to dentist and dry-cleaners and I read reviews 

when I shop online. That’s how I choose recipes. That’s me as a consumer.

Does this have B2B implications for what 

can the B2B companies learn about this 

phenomenon and how we should be 

considering its potential as we grow our 

businesses?

Gini: A couple of things. The Q & A sites are 

pretty new. You want to just listen and learn 

right now Quora; it is a big one, it’s built by 

QX Facebook people. So seemingly they 

 Every time I talk to a savvy 

social media marketer I’m always 

hearing that nobody buys anything 

without a recommendation from 

another consumer even if that 

consumer is a stranger. 
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know what they’re doing. But the idea is that you ask a question and then you can absorb 

and consume from people from around the world that you may not know that may not be in 

your community or be engaged with you at all.

You can ask anything from how much a new product or service is priced to do you think the 

new social network movie is based on reality. It’s the gamut.

From a B2B perspective I actually think that the possibilities are endless because you can 

really get important data from groups of people instead of just one customer at a time.

Instead of doing surveys and market research and focus groups you can go into these 

sites and either search for stuff that’s been asked and answered within your industry or 

ask questions yourself and start to gather that data and research to help you make more 

educated and more informed decisions.

Barbara: Do you think that people who are experimenting these sites as consumers is that 

a way to get insights that will help us in our business?

Gini: I think so. Quora has been around for all of three months. We’ve been testing it out. 

It’s definitely not a thing we recommend to the clients yet. We like to test things out and try 

them for a bit, definitely longer than 90 days before we recommend it but I think so.

Barbara: How do you keep up with this stuff Gini? How do you know something that came 

out three months ago really? Do you have somebody on your team that, is that you or is 

there somebody else on your team that is responsible for that research, because that’s a 

big research project isn’t it?

Gini: Yeah, Right now it’s me but I consume so much media that it’s part of my DNA so it’s 

not something that’s hard for me to do. I enjoy doing it. It’s not something that you enjoy 
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doing or you just don’t have the where with 

all or the time or don’t want to make time, 

find someone in your organization that is a 

consumer of media because there are lots 

of people that do that and would love to 

be asked.

Barbara: OK, That’s great. I’m just 

suspecting this because I follow your blog. 

You get a huge amount of comments on your 

blog. I’m assuming that you learn a lot of 

things by what readers of your blog post up 

back to you. Would that be the case? Is that one reason to have a blog?

Gini: Exactly. I didn’t start out this way but I’ll put out a stance and I’ll be very firm about it. 

Even if I stand in the middle of it I’ll choose a side and blog about it. For two reasons, one 

it gets people passionate enough about commenting, also because it helps me become 

wiser and more knowledgeable so when people bring up points of view or bring up things I 

haven’t considered that helps me not only as a business leader but as a person.

Barbara: I think actually that’s the most important things that I would point out about 

your blog is that more and more, you just always take a stand on something and that’s a 

style that you’ve adopted and you’ve cultivated really well. And you’re very gracious in your 

interaction with people, and funny, which is good. I think everybody likes that.

But I think that’s probably what prompts so many comments that you get on just practically 

every blog post. People just glom onto it, and they have to have their say.

 Even if I stand  

in the middle of it  

I’ll choose a side and  

blog about it. 
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So for brand building, I think it’s a great example of how spending a good bit of time on 

free stuff is translating into more business for Arment Dietrich. And that’s really what it’s 

about. You’re not about, primarily, building the presence of Gini Dietrich on the web. You’re 

about building your company.

That’s why we picked you to talk to today, because we know there are a lot of Internet 

mavens and what they’re interested in is their web reputation.

But you’re an entrepreneur and a business owner, so you have bigger goals. You have a 

payroll and a staff. You can’t afford to do it just to be cool Gini Dietrich, even though you 

are. [laughter]

Gini: [laughter] I would say I was not popular in high school.

Barbara: I’ve heard you say that. I think that’s funny. I can’t imagine why. There’s a book 

that I love that’s called “Is There Life After High School.” If you peak in high school, the rest 

is downhill, so you did it right. [laughter]

Gini: [laughter]

Barbara: Another trend that you’ve referenced is mobile. You talked specifically about 

payments being made via mobile, and so I’d like to hear more about. Is that trend relevant 

for small businesses, and if so, what do we need to understand and what should we be 

planning for regarding mobile applications, including payments?

Gini: Yeah, so, I want to say last summer sometime, in Chicago, Starbucks started offering 

mobile payments so that you can pay for your Starbucks with your phone, which I fricking 

love. I can leave my purse at home and just take my phone. If I can get a driver’s license in 

my phone, I’m golden, because then I don’t have to carry anything but my phone.
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I love this idea that as a consumer, I can 

walk into the grocery store, into Starbucks, 

or into Nordstrom, and pay for my purchase. 

If I get pulled over, not that I do, but if I do, 

I have my driver’s license right there in my 

phone. Love that idea.

From a B2B small business perspective, I 

don’t think this is going to be any different 

than when we all started accepting credit 

cards for services and products rendered.

Barbara: OK.

Gini: So I think we just need to be thinking about it. And it’s not going to happen tomorrow. 

We’ve got 18 to 24 months before it even hits the consumer market on a mass level. 

So you’ve probably got three years before you have to be thinking about it from a small 

business B2B perspective. But really be thinking about it. As you’re adding new technology, 

or redesigning your website, or doing anything online. How do you create it so you will be 

ready to accept payments via people’s phones?

Sometimes it’ll just be having a QR code or something similar where you just scan their 

credit card and go from there.

So from that perspective it won’t change a whole lot, but if you redesign your website in 

the next two or three years, you’re going to have to be thinking about.

 If I can get a  

driver’s license in my 

phone, I’m golden, 

because then I don’t have 

to carry anything  

but my phone. 
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“Does our content management system support mobile, does it support mobile routers, 

does it support mobile payments, does it support a way for us to engage our customers 

through their phones instead of while they’re sitting at their desktop computer?”

Barbara: Right. Do you have recommendations for our listeners about where can they 

find appropriate training or engagement opportunities for their marketing, and even sales 

teams, on how to keep up on these things? Is the best way to follow blogs? Is there any 

more systematic training that you know about?

Gini: No, I don’t. To let out a little secret, we’re working on something that will hit people 

there, but it’s not ready yet.

There are places that you can get information, but you have to sift through it. My friend Trey 

Clouds talked about it as walking to a warehouse, and this guy opens a door and he goes, 

“OK, you can go and get what you want!” And you’re standing there, astounded at how 

much stuff there is, and you don’t really know where to start.

There are lots and lots of places that do 

that, but in our research and through our 

competitive analysis, we’ve not been able 

to find anything that you can go and say, 

“This is the place where I can get training 

and education and really understand 

what’s happening.”

Barbara: OK, well, that’s helpful. And if you 

can fill that void, keep us informed. [laughter]

 Does our content management 

system support mobile, does it support 

mobile routers, does it support mobile 

payments, does it support a way for us 

to engage our customers through their 

phones instead of while they’re sitting 

at their desktop computer? 
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Gini: Yeah.

Barbara: I’d just like to get back and talk more about the role of content. Because clearly 

the content is so instrumental in growing your reputation and building your business, 

what advice do you have for other business owners as to how they can become a content 

producing team, or a content producing company?

And even in those cases, maybe where, we have a lot of people on this call who are not in 

marketing and PR. So it’s, I think, more obvious for a company like yours, and I think it’s 

obvious for the Whale Hunters because we are definitely a content producing company. We 

just crank it out all the time.

But if you’re a manufacturer, or if you’re dealing in different goods and services, it might 

not be so obvious. What would your recommendations be as to how to get a content plan 

going, how to afford it, how to manage it?

Gini: OK, you’re going to laugh at me when I recommend this, because it’s very archaic. Are 

you ready?

Barbara: Yes, I’m ready.

Gini: OK, take all of your marketing materials, 

brochures, sales presentations, whatever you 

have and dump it all onto a desk, a table, 

or the conference room. Dump it all there. 

Print out your website, every single page. 

That’s the archaic part. Print out the website. 

Stick it all on the table. Then sort through 

 Take what you’ve 

already created, what 

you’ve already built, and 

switch it from how great 

we are to what it means to 

the customer. 
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it, and say OK, let’s go through it one at a 

time and take, what I call the French, out the 

“we, we, we.”

Take what you’ve already created, what 

you’ve already built, and switch it from 

how great we are to what it means to 

the customer.

So, the customer now wants to know what’s 

in it for them. They don’t care how great you 

are or what you think about yourself. They 

don’t care what other people have to say about you. They want to know what you can do for 

them. So, take out “we” and “us” and put in “them” and “you,” you’ll have content.

Barbara: That is such a whale hunting strategy, and I don’t think it’s archaic at all. I think 

you need to get your whole team with their heads around what is it that we’re saying, and 

how can we extrapolate value for our customers from what we say, rather than just stuff 

that promotes us. What do you think, as we reach getting to wrapping this up? We haven’t 

talked about shoes yet, but maybe we’ll do that next time.

What are the most important marketing trends that small business owners need to 

understand? What do we need to be understanding, watching for, and trying to learn? For 

two reasons-one so that we can use these new capabilities and use some new knowledge 

to grow our business and also not get caught in landmines that we didn’t anticipate.

Gini: I’ve been speaking consistently for almost three years. In the beginning, it didn’t 

surprise me that business owners didn’t have Google Alerts set up, not only for 

 You can set up Google 

Alerts to say print industry plus 

trends, and that information 

comes to you, so you don’t 

have to go out and get it. It’s 

really just a free listening and 

monitoring tool. 
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themselves but for competitors. But now, almost three years later, it does surprise me that 

business owners don’t have Google Alerts set up. Even if you have Google Alerts set up for 

yourself and your company, think about things like the industry, the competition-even if it’s 

just your top two or three competitors. Trends that you see happening like if you’re in the 

print industry, the whole idea of print and printed materials is going away.

What are people talking about trend wise in the print industry?

You can set up Google Alerts to say print industry plus trends, and that information 

comes to you, so you don’t have to go out and get it. It’s really just a free listening and 

monitoring tool.

Then you can take that information and have that knowledge and decide what to do with it. 

Maybe you do nothing, but at least you’re educated on what’s happening in the industry.

Barbara: Great. I’ve marketed this call as “How to budget our marketing dollars,” and 

you’ve said that the question is not really about how much should we be spending, but how 

and where should we invest in marketing? 

So, what advice do you have for the 

marketing spin for 2011?

Gini: We usually look at marketing spend as 

of one percent of your total revenues. So, 

for arguments sake, if your revenues are a 

million bucks, then you take one percent 

of that, and that’s your marketing budget. 

But that’s not necessarily money spent. It’s 

time invested as well. So, if you can look at 

 We usually look at  

marketing spend as of one percent 

of your total revenues. So, for 

arguments sake, if your revenues 

are a million bucks, then you take 

one percent of that, and that’s your 

marketing budget. 
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$10,000 or $100,000 and break that down 

into employee time, your time, and then 

money you will spend, that’s how you can 

start to break it down.

But don’t be thinking about how you’re going 

to get on Twitter and Facebook and use 

LinkedIn groups; now that I’ve told you about 

Quora, how you’re going to get on Quora; 

stop thinking about those things.

Think about how your marketing strategy is 

going to help your sales team or you, if you’re the sales business development person and 

how your marketing strategy is going to help you grow the business.

That’s what we did. We started with Twitter, and then I started blogging. We’ve added this 

stuff slowly. Then we added Facebook. Then we added YouTube. It’s not something that 

we jumped full force in. It’s been three years that we’ve been adding stuff little by little, 

by little.

So, you have to really be thinking about what are your longer term goals, and how do you 

want to get there. Then you can start to drill down into where’s the best use of your time 

right now.

Barbara: That’s really good advice, Gini. What would be the biggest marketing mistakes 

that a small business could make this year? If we want to just take a negative turn on that, 

what should we just run from or be really afraid of screwing up?

 Think about how your 

marketing strategy is going to help 

your sales team or you, if you’re the 

sales business development person 

and how your marketing strategy  

is going to help you grow  

the business. 
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Gini: That really would be getting on Twitter 

or Facebook and expecting that people are 

going to engage with you, because this is 

not the field of dreams. They will not come. 

So if you can pay attention to Google Alerts 

and figure out where people are already 

participating online, we have a client that has 

a really robust list serve, but it’s private to 

the industry.

We don’t even have access to it as their PR 

firm. That’s where they spend all their time. 

They don’t spend any time on LinkedIn. They don’t spend any time on Facebook. They 

spend all their time in that private list serve.

So, you have to find out where for your business it makes sense. That’s the biggest 

mistake that people make is oh, the competition’s on Twitter; I’ve got to get there. Why?

Barbara: This is a fascinating conversation. We’re going to take some questions in a 

minute. But I want to be sure that you have time to talk to us about how our listeners can 

find you and learn more about Gini Dietrich and the Arment Dietrich firm.

Gini: Thanks. Probably the easiest way is spinsucks.com. I spend a lot of time there, as 

you well know. 

Barbara: Great, spinsucks.com. Visit that blog and subscribe to it, and you’ll get, really I 

just consider it, priceless information and ideas more than once a day. As a consumer of 

 So, you have to find  

out where for your business 

it makes sense. That’s the 

biggest mistake that people 

make is oh, the competition’s 

on Twitter; I’ve got to  

get there. 
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your intellectual content, I thank you for that. I really appreciate it. It means a lot to me, 

and it inspires me...

Gini: That’s good to hear.

Barbara: .It inspires me to be reciprocal because we put out a lot of content too. It’s good 

to know that bringing ideas into the business community is a model that can sustain and 

grow businesses. That’s very exciting to me.

Gini: One of the things that you said either in your newsletter or blog, I can’t remember 

where, that it’s important that people give back to the industry, back to the business 

world, I think that’s one of the key, secret soft pieces is that you have to do this without 

expecting anything in return. If you expect that you’re going to build your business and 

you’re going to double your growth because you’re spending time online, those are the 

wrong expectations.

But if you do this because you really are trying to give something back and learn what’s 

happening online and understand the trends 

and really engage people, then that’s when 

the magic happens. But if you expect that 

you’re going to get something in return, it’s 

just not going to happen.

Barbara: I agree with that. You will get 

returns disproportionate to really what you 

put in. But if you don’t put something in, 

you’ll get nothing back. 

 If you expect that  

you’re going to build your 

business and you’re going 

to double your growth 

because you’re spending time 

online, those are the wrong 

expectations. 
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Gini: Right.

Barbara: LinkedIn is a great example of that. LinkedIn is just a phenomenal business 

network, and there’s so much that you can learn, so many relationships that you can find 

instantly. But it’s not there for you unless you are there for the community. So, I think that’s 

one of the biggest, most amazing changes in sales and marketing in recent years.

Do we have questions from our listeners?

Barbara: Bob from Phoenix wanted to ask Gini, how does one get found out there on the 

Internet, on whatever tool you’re using-Twitter, Facebook, etc.?

Gini: It takes a lot of work. One of the ways you can do it is there are tools you can use to 

find other people. If you’re on Twitter, Mr Tweet is one. There’s the Social Network Yellow 

Pages that you can use. You can go onto Facebook and do searches. For one of our clients 

we do a lot of LinkedIn work. They make oxidizers for manufacturing plants. It’s a very 

exciting business. So, we go into LinkedIn, and we do lots of group searches, and we do 

lots of question searches to find the right places for them to be participating.

Then you engage in the conversation, just like you would in a networking event. You “Walk 

up to somebody,” join the conversation that they’re having, ask questions, provide some 

insight and some value.

Pretty soon, because people are curious, there’s always opportunity for you. They want to 

know more about you, and hence a relationship is born.

Barbara: Well, Gini, I want to thank you ever so much for being with us this morning or this 

afternoon, depending on where everyone is.
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Gini: We’ll be right here. 

Barbara: For your east coasters it’s lunchtime, and we thank you for brown bagging your 

lunch with us. I appreciate your being on the call with us today, Gini, and I hope you’ll 

do it again. I think that we’ve had phenomenal information that you just have a gift for. I 

shouldn’t say a gift. You work hard at synthesizing and summarizing and you have a gift for 

presenting it. So, thank you ever so much for being with us today.

Gini: Thank you.

Barbara: Thank you everyone, for being with us today. We really appreciate your interest 

in the Whale Hunters and expert series. Visit our website thewhalehunters.com and 

keep in touch with what we’re offering to the business development community for 

small businesses.

Gini, again, I thank you so much for being part of this today. We really appreciate your 

insights and your wisdom. We wish you very well with the continued growth of Arment 

Dietrich, and I hope you get a lot of new followers to your blog.

Gini: Thank you. Thank you.

Barbara: Thank you, everyone, and we hope to talk with you again soon.

P.S. Since recording this interview, I have met Gini in person and, as I expected, she is  

“the same” in real life!
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The Whale Hunters is a strategic sales coaching company that helps small businesses 

grow fast by making bigger sales to bigger customers.

The Whale Hunters Expert Series serves entrepreneurs and sales professionals by 

providing in depth interviews with business leaders with deep practical experience in their 

fields. Topics cover a wide range of business development topics, emphasizing today’s 

collaborative processes for winning complex sales.
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The Whale Hunters Expert Series Reports

Double the Impact of Your Marketing Budget

The Whale Hunters
3054 East Bartlett Place 
Chandler, AZ 85249 
www.thewhalehunters.com
info@thewhalehunters.com

Dr. Barbara Weaver Smith and other Whale Hunters are available to speak to your 

organization about whale hunting, sales process development and integration, and 

accelerated cultural transformation. Contact The Whale Hunters at 480.584.4012  

for more information.
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